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ABSTRACT 

Digital learning is replacing traditional educational methods more and more each day. Rapidly classrooms 

are changing, it is best to start thinking about newer teaching and learning techniques based on digital 

learning tools and technologies. The inclusion of digital learning in the classrooms can vary from simply 

using laptops and tablets instead of paper to elaborate software programs and equipment as opposed to the 

simple pencil and pen. This could entail using various sites, services, programs, teaching tools, and 

technologies like study aids built for at-home use. Even social networks and communications platforms can 

also be used to create and manage digital assignments and agendas. The digital learning has come to play a 

crucial role in education. It empowers students by getting them to be more interested in learning and 

expanding their horizons. The digital learning is a step up from traditional education methods .Learning 

tools and technology enable students to develop self-directed learning skills. They are capable to identify 

what they need to learn by using online resources, apply the information on the problem at hand, and even 

evaluate resultant feedback. This increases their efficiency and productivity.The present paper here disuses 

various aspects of digital learning  
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Digital Learning – 21st century has termed as the digital era.  we are totally dependent on the use of 

technology to complete our daily simple tasks.  the internet is bringing a change in people life. The E-

Education has certainly affected the teaching area.  the days of blackboards, chalks and dusters are gone. 

These are replaced with web-based education which strengthens student’s learning experience.web-based 

learning effectively makes use of the information technology to impart knowledge to the students.  it has 

been introduced a few years ago and has got a positive response from all over the world.  it is also known 

as the Smart Teaching learning and most of  educational institutions have  adopted this method which  

bringing a positive  change in the educational system. The students  are taught with the help of large 

screens which is much better than the traditional methods of teaching. The teacher now is free from the 

pains of writing on the blackboard and then erase it . 

 Digital Learning Tools for Teachers  

 the responsibility of every teacher is to get familiar to  various electronic education tools so that they can 

use them to teach students. So , it is an paradigmatic opportunity for the learners trainers to get empowered 

with digital learning or digital content resources. Digital learning education has allowed educators to 

increase their efficiency and potency. To get familiar with the various types of digital learning tools,we all 

need to give time to learn and understand them. After that we can decide the best teaching-learning method 

which can be used to impart knowledge to the students in classroom .  

 Training to the teachers  

The educational institutions should have to decide to adopt the e-learning teaching procedure which play a 

vital role. Either they can employ tutors who have  knowledge of e-tools and methods or to make proper 

arrangements to train the teachers for effective use of digital programs.. Most private school administrators 

are happy to adopt this new technology e-learning  which is the need of the present hour. Furthermore, we 

can also take help from the internet to get habitual to this new technique and to teach others also.  
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factors  which separate digital learning  from conventional methods of teaching 

No restriction of  place 

Digital learning is not delimited  as conventional mode of teaching in which every period was supposed to 

be of thirty five to forty minutes but digital learning  has given the freedom to the teachers as well as 

students to pick out their place to study. Teachers can conduct  online classes anywhere according to their 

convenience at the comfort of home. However, it can be more suitable for mostly higher classes students 

rather than school going children. 

No Restriction of Time 

The traditional teaching has one big disadvantage that it is time bound. On the other hand web-based 

learning is no more restricted to specific timings . we can choose our own suitable time and can study when  

free. videos of the classes from the interne can be downloaded easily from various teaching channels. 

Learn at your Own Pace 

e-learning allows students  to learn at at their convenience. There are so many tutorial videos available 

online and we can see them as many times we want to make  concepts clarity about any topic. We do not 

have to spend much time on one particular chapters  through online leaning they become more interactive. 

Electronic Content 

Electronic content means  content we get high-quality academic, easy to read and understand. It is 

delivered through various electronic gadgets such as smartphones, computers, laptops and other . The 

online content is written by highly competent and experienced academic content writers supported by 

informative videos and images for better learning and understanding. 

Internet facility  

The main technical tool required for digital learning is internet. We can also called it as its backbone. to get 

started with e-learning process we need a laptop or computer or any other gadget having an internet 

connection . However,we must keep in mind that internet is  not instruction it is just a medium or tool. 
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Online teachers, Tutors and Instructors 

without the presence of a teacher no teaching and learning can be considered successful and digital learning 

is also no exception in this.To educate digital learning students, their  roles have changed here as facilitator  

but the responsibilities remains the same .They can provide  guidance to every needy student. 

Supremacy of Digital Learning 

Following are some advantages of using digital learning: 

Digital Learning makes  Research Work easier 

 The digital learning now a days has made the research work easier  specifically in the field of 

education,medical science, information technology, science and space. To carry our work, we can find a 

solution to any problem or question through information available on the internet, . Thesis or dissertation 

can be easily prepared by  research scholars  without much difficulty. All the facts and statics provided on 

the internet are latest which can add an impulsion  to our work. 

Digital Learning as a Boon for the Parents  

The digital learning has proved to be a commendation not only for the students, teachers but even for the 

parents who usually guide their children and help them in their homework and studies . To guide their kids 

in a better way parents can consult the internet and online tutorials anytime  . Moreover,  because of its 

interactive nature e-learning becomes a fun loaded game for the children who can grasp the topic more 

quickly than by the traditional methods. 

 Exams Preparation  becomes Easier  

Another advantage of digital learning learning is that it helps a lot during the preparation of examinations. 

Nowadays, most of the students preparing for their exams by surfing  internet to find answers to their 

questions. In addition, digital learning can be your best-trusted friend if you are preparing for a competitive 

exam,. every student can consult online books and also can solve the online mock test to consolidate your 

preparation. To make your tasks easier,there are online tutors who can help in solving your problems. 
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 Reduce the Burden of Paper Work 

The use of  digital learning in the present scenario has led to the elimination and reduction of the 

burdensome paperwork which was an essential part of the earlier education system.  the teachers do not 

need to carry bundles of answer sheet to their home for evaluation as most of the exams are conducted  

online,. Moreover,  today the questions are usually Multiple Choice types (MCQs) which can be answered 

and evaluated on the computer itself within no time. Now because of this, the results can declared very 

early with more transparency and accuracy  as compared to the traditional ways of paper checking . 

 Strong Platform for Better Communication 

digital and internet-based learning has provided a strong platform for better communication between the 

teachers and the learner. We can do a live chat with the tutor with the help of a webcam  using various 

digital applications such as google meet,Skype or Google Hangout. The communication can be made more 

enhancing with the help of social media platforms, blogs, and other discussion forums. we can clear our 

doubts related to assignments and exams for better preparation of the subject. 

Challenges of Digital Education 

Lack of Proper Study Room 

 According to Census 2011 71 per cent of households with three or more members have dwellings 

with two rooms or less. 

 In such a situation there is  a huge question how will the children avail education in an 

undisturbed ambience . 

Slow Internet Speed 

 When we talk about digital education, it is mostly about communicating with teachers  through 

video calls or watching online video lectures these  both require high-speed stable internet 

connection. 
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 The whole idea will fail in absence of adequate speed of the internet . We can see this problem 

from the UT of Jammu and Kashmir where  regular protests are done by the students as they are not 

able to study in absence of proper internet connection. 

No Standard Policy 

 Digital education is not only about talking to teachers and watching videos of lectures  on the 

internet. It is about appropriate technology, platforms,, tools, interactivity,  content and a lot more. 

 But in present situation we lack proper policies on digital education, infrastructure, content and 

interaction  

Teacher Training 

 Schooling is supposed to glance after the emotional, social and behavioural health of children, 

which is absolutely  opposite to social distancing. 

 Teachers look after the social health , emotional and mental of children in schools. 

 Teachers are not appropriately trained to implant these learning through online mediums. 

Parenting Issues 

 In case of digital education another challenge is to keep children out of school when  parents 

return to their work spaces after lock down. 

 For a child’s safety and learning at home who will assume responsibility remains a huge problem. 

 

Conclusion 

The Digital Learning was introduced  few years ago has been warmly and affable  welcomed by the world. 

Since digital learning is far more interactive and memorable than immense textbooks or ordinary lectures, 

they provide better content , a greater sense of perspective, and more  activities than traditional teaching 

methods. This allows students to better associate with the learning material.  In this area a lot has been 

achieved, but still the journey is incomplete and long way to go. The digital teaching and learning 
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community, as well as the learners, can take extensive advantage of the technology and can make their 

professional more interesting thereby breaking the restraints of conventional teaching methods. The 

modern-day education is to arise many more steps further and bring an immeasurable change in society. 
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